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annually, subject to adjustment when necessary to meet unforeseen
circumstances:

(a) the total ailowable catch for individual stocks or complexes of stocks,
takÎng into account the interdependence of stocks, internationally
accepted criteria, and ail other relevant factors;

(b) the Canadian harvesting capacity in respect of such stocks; and
(c) after appropriate consultations, ailotments, as appropriate, for

Norwegian vessels of parts of surpluses of stocks or complexes of
stocks.

3. To fish for allotments pursuant to the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2,
Norwegian vessels shall obtain licences from the competent authorities of the
Government of Canada. They shall comply with the conservation measures
and other terms and conditions established by the Goverinent of Canada
and shail be subject to the laws and regulations of Canada in respect of
fisheries.

4. The Government of Norway undertakes to co-operate with the Government
of Canada, as appropriate in light of the development of fisheries relations
between the two countries pursuant to the provisions of this Article, in~
scientific research for purposes of conservation and management of the living
resources of the area under Canadian fisheries jurisdiction off the Atlantic
coast.

ARTICLE III

The Government of Canada and the Government of Norway recognize
that states in whose rivers anadromous stocks originate have the primary
interest in and responsibility for such stocks and agree that fishing for
anadromous species should not be conducted in areas beyond the limits of
national fisheries jurisdiction. They wil continue to work together for the
establishmient of permanent multilateral arrangements reflecting this
position.

ARTICLE IV

The Goverrnent of Canada and the Government of Norway undertake to
co-operate directly or through appropriate international organizations taensure proper management and conservation of the living resources of the
high seas beyond the limits of national fisheries iurisdiction, including areasof the high seas beyond and imniediately adjacent to the areas under theirrespective fisheries jurisdiction, taking into account their interests in such
resources.

ARTICLE V

The Government of Norway shall take measures to ensure that Norwe-
gian fishing vessels operate in compliance with the provisions of this
Agreement.


